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 Wireless sensor networks are predicted to be the most versatile, popular and 
useful technology in the near future. A large number of applications are targeted which 
will hugely benefit from a network of tiny computers with few sensors, radio 
communication platform, intelligent networking and controller programs. Few of these 
applications which look very attractive at this point of time are medical (such as patient 
monitoring), structure monitoring (such as bridges, coal mine), logistics and transport, 
control and rescue operation in natural hazards (like firefighters), building management 
(security, temperature control), wild life/ ocean life monitoring, traffic control, area 
monitoring, intruder tracking etc.  

Though the advancement in low power processing, sensor technologies, highly 
integrated circuits with radio helps to predict the use of sensor network in the near future, 
there are still a lot of issues that have to be solved before the wireless sensor network can 
be used effectively. Other than the algorithmic and networking related issues, there are 
two major challenges.  

These two challenges which are mostly related to sensor node design will 
determine the time how quickly wireless sensor networks will prevail in those application 
mentioned above. The first challenge is the power consumption. As no maintenance can 
be done on the sensor nodes in most of the applications, the battery can not be changed or 
recharged. A battery should be able to provide power to the sensor node for years. One 
possible solution to this power problem is the use of energy harvesting or scavenging 
technology. However current radio communication platforms take an order of magnitude 
higher power than the maximum power that can be supplied by any energy harvesting 
technology within the size limits. The other major challenge is the reliability of the 
network which is critical in some of the applications where wrong data can be fatal. Other 
than these two, low cost (Integrated in CMOS technology) and node size is also an issue 
but may not be as important at this point of time. A reliable data transmission yet with 
ultra low power dissipation poses a huge challenge for the transceiver design.  

To solve these challenges we do a cross layer research from application down to 
the physical layer. The target application is logistics and transport. An integrable, reliable 
and ultra low power transceiver which supports energy harvesting needs not only energy 
efficient circuit design but also a low power modulation technique, duty cycling the radio 
and low power processing architectures and more. We also target a low power Medium 
Access Control (MAC) protocol which is an important requirement to have an ultra low 
power radio communication platform. 


